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When it comes to technology, the one 

complaint I hear most often is that people 

have trouble keeping up with it. Not that 

it’s too hard, not that it’s too “technical,” 

but that keeping track of it all is simply 

impossible.

If that sounds like you, then this book will

How This 
Guide Works

How This Guide Works

be a game-changer, a filter that lets you 

sort through the wild mess of tech tools 

and quickly determine which ones are 

worth your time, which ones might be 

nice to learn later, and which ones you 

can ignore for now. I have gathered up 

hundreds of tech tools, sorted them into 

categories, provided a simple description 

of what the tools in each category do, 

and collected ideas for how each one can 

be used in your teaching. 

If you’re a tech novice, this guide will 

answer the questions you’re too shy to 

ask. When someone uses a term or talks 

about a program they’re using, you can 

come here and look it up. On every page 

you’ll find explanations in plain, simple 

language—it will be like having a patient, 

tech-savvy friend sitting beside your 

computer, your phone, or your tablet.

If you’re tech-intermediate, this book will 

help you up your game. You’re probably 

pretty comfortable with a good handful 

of tools, but there may be whole 

categories of terms and tools you’ve 

never had the chance to explore. This 

book is your shortcut, saving you the 

time it would take to research new 

technologies and allowing you to decide 

quickly if a tool is worth learning, or if it’s 

just something you can introduce to an 

inspired student.

If you’re a tech junkie, this book will 

enrich your work in two ways: First, it will 

introduce you to a few tools you may not 

have heard of, feeding your insatiable 

hunger for more tech as it further 

solidifies your status as a technology 

expert. And second, it can serve as a 

teaching tool, something you can show 

others if they come to you for help.

5
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KEY FEATURES

I chose to publish this guide exclusively as 

a PDF, rather than in an e-reader or a 

print format, because I wanted to make it 

interactive, like a complete website you 

can put in your pocket. If you understand 

how to use its key features, you’ll get 

more out of it.

Here’s how the book is organized:

Introduction. A quick overview of the 

guide and how to use it.

The Tips. This is the “reading” part of the 

book, with articles and Q&A about the 

thoughtful use of technology.

The Tools. This section gathers hundreds 

of popular tech tools and groups them 

into categories. Each category starts with 

an explanation of what that “type” of tool 

does and how you and your students can 

use it. Then I take a closer look at a few 

popular tools in that category, with a brief 

description of what each tool or site is 

about, a link to the tool’s main website, a 

link to a video demonstrating the tool’s 

features (if one is available), a screenshot 

of the website or the tool in action, plus 

links to related outside resources (see 

diagram on following page).

The Terms. This glossary of tech-related 

terms sometimes includes diagrams or 

icons related to the terms.

Index. The index includes every term and 

tool described in this book, and every item 

is hyperlinked, allowing you to click the 

page numbers and go straight to the 

pages where the terms appear. 

Navigation Bar. The bar across the top of 

this page is a clickable navigation bar. If 

you click on “Menu,” you’ll be taken 

straight there. If you want to check the 

index, just click “Index” and presto—right 

to the index. A sub-menu of the topics or 

tools within each section has also been 

included underneath the top navigation 

bar, so you can easily click back and forth 

between items in an individual section.

Digital vs. Paper. This book was designed 

on an 8.5 x 11” template to allow you to 

print it. A paper version might come in 

handy at times when you don’t have 

access to a computer or other device. 

However, if you want to take advantage of 

all the time-saving links, you’ll get the 

most out of it by using it electronically.

I recommend you keep copies of this 

guide on your work computer, your home 

computer, and your mobile devices, so 

the information will be available no 

matter where you are. You can also keep 

copies on your classroom computers for 

student access. 
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7

link to the tool’s 
main website 

link to a video that 
demonstrates the 
tool in use

links to the other 
tools in this 
category

link to the category page 
describing this collection 
of tools 

links to the Menu, other 
major book sections, 

and the Index

Where is the Back button?

Although this guide allows you to easily jump from place to place, one 

thing that’s missing is a Back button for getting to the last page you 

viewed. But if you view the guide in Acrobat Reader, which you can 

download free here, you can add one: Just go to View → Show/Hide 

→ Toolbar Items → Show Page Navigation Tools → Show All Page 

Navigation Tools. The Back and Next buttons will appear in your 

toolbar (they will look like left and right arrows).

13+ Where did the age icons go?

In previous years, we identified age restrictions for a select group of sites, 
but because so many tools are included, and so many platforms change 
over time, the task became insurmountable. We do not want to put out 
anything inaccurate, so these have been removed. Before using any site 
with children, it’s important that you check to make sure your students are 
old enough to use it. On the last page of the Know Your Legal Stuff
section, there’s a description of where to find this information.
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To try and capture all existing tech tools 

would mean this book would never be 

done. When choosing what to include, I 

keep these questions in mind:

Is it widely used? If a tool is popular, well-

established, or widely used compared to 

others in its field, I’m more likely to list it.

How I Choose 
the Tools

How I Choose the Tools

Is it affordable? Whenever possible, I look 

for tools that have a good free option. 

When I feature a paid tool, I do so because 

it’s the only thing out there that does what 

it does, or it’s so popular I think it’s worth 

mentioning.

Is it educationally relevant? Anything could 

be considered educational in some way. 

But to keep this book manageable, I cut 

out tools that didn’t have a pretty clear

connection to education. Some tools, like 

Snapchat, are included because they are so 

popular with students, I think teachers 

should be familiar with them.

Can I get a handle on it? My own tech 

knowledge has limitations: I am not well-

versed in gaming systems, for example, so I 

haven’t attempted to gather specific tools 

within that category. 

Is it something a regular teacher would 

use? The number of expensive, whole-

school solutions is far too high to include 

here, and they are not the kinds of tools 

teachers have much say about anyway, so I 

have chosen to keep these out of this 

guide so it remains a dense catalogue of 

tools teachers can reasonably access and 

implement on their own. Generally, if a 

company offers “solutions” and their 

website says “request a demo,” I’m out. 

I have also chosen not to feature sites 

whose primary offering is exercises and 

videos on curriculum-based content, with 

the exception of the tools in the Content 

Libraries section; these offer something 

special, in my opinion. 

One more thing: Inclusion in this guide 

does NOT constitute a recommendation 

on my part. My goal is to keep you 

informed about the tools that are out there 

and what they do. Always evaluate tools 

carefully before using them with students.

To suggest a tool for a future guide, email 

support@cultofpedagogy.com.

8
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When I update this guide each year, my 

team and I check every single page to 

make sure the links still work, the videos 

and screenshots still represent each tool 

accurately, and that information on 

features is still correct. It blows me away 

when I see how much can change in just

New in 2021

New in 2021

a single year. Much of the new information 

in this guide is along those lines: Outdated 

links are fixed and information has been 

brought up to date as much as possible. 

On top of that, here are the bigger changes:

SPECIAL SECTION: REMOTE AND 

HYBRID LEARNING

This spread has been added to the “Tips” 

section to gather what I’ve learned over the 

past year about remote and hybrid 

learning, along with a list of how the tools 

in this guide can be useful in those 

contexts.

NEW WEBSITES AND TOOLS

Over 90 new listings have been added to 

this year’s guide, bringing the grand total to 

462 tools plus 172 other alternatives listed 

as “similar.” Most of the new listings are not 

actually brand-new tools, but this is the 

first time they are appearing in the guide.

NEW CATEGORIES

This year’s guide has six brand-new 

categories: Financial Literacy, Images & 

Icons, Keyboarding, Media Literacy, Social 

Justice & Anti-Racism, and Vocabulary 

Builders. 

REMOVED TOOLS 

• Google Expeditions (in Science) will be 

shutting down in July 2021, but because 

you can still enjoy the Expeditions for 

half the year, I’m keeping it in for now, 

but I removed Google Tour Creator, 

from our VR/AR section, since it’s built 

on Expeditions and I don’t want anyone 

spending a lot of time creating new 

tours only to have them taken away.

• Google Tour Builder, which was 

included in the History and Social 

Studies Section, announced that it 

would be shutting down in July 2021, 

so it has been removed. Learn more 

9
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here. By the way, you can create similar 

tours with Google Earth, which is listed 

in our Science section.

• The augmented reality tool HP Reveal 

shut its doors last year.

• Made with Code, a site in our 

Makerspaces section that was geared 

toward getting girls more interested in 

coding, mysteriously vanished this past 

year, and anyone visiting their site was 

redirected to the general Code with 

Google page. I can’t find any 

information anywhere on why this 

happened.

• ONEder, which used to be a tool to 

help Special Ed teachers stay on top of 

IEPs and other special education-

related documentation, seems to have 

pivoted away from that and toward 

curriculum. The site’s social media 

accounts also haven’t been active in 

over a year, so it has been removed for 

now.

• StudyBlue, the Flashcard Creator, was 

absorbed last year by the company 

Chegg, which has its own flashcard 

creator, but that app was listed as 

“possibly unstable” in the Google Play 

store, so we removed StudyBlue and  

added a new flashcard app to the 

guide, Brainscape.

• Versal, which has been featured for 

years in the Flipped Learning section, 

has closed its doors.

• WriteWell, which was one of the 

Composition Helpers in the Writing

section, disappeared in early 2020 with 

no explanation. A similar tool is 

essaypop, which was added this year.

10The Teacher’s Guide to Tech 2021
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I mean, really. If I have the audacity to put 

out a yearly encyclopedia on technology, I 

must consider myself to be an “expert” in 

technology, right?

Well, yes and no. 

Just a few years ago, this was the extent of 

my technology knowledge:

Am I Some 
Kind of Tech 
Expert?

Am I Some Kind of Tech Expert?

• I could create a document in Microsoft 

Word. 

• I could attach that document to an 

email. 

• I knew how to make a reasonably nice-

looking slideshow in PowerPoint. 

• I was on Facebook.

That was it. I had survived for years with 

the same basic set of tech skills, and 

everything was more or less fine. I was 

working with student teachers at the 

college level and these skills had allowed 

me to do my job well.

But then, in the summer of 2012, the 

university I was working for announced that 

we were going to have a lot less time to 

work with our students that fall. A new 

state law mandated that their pre-service 

hours be tripled—this meant instead of 

being able to meet with my student 

teachers for seven full days during the 

semester, I was only going to be allowed to 

meet with them twice.

Twice! 

At first, I completely balked at this idea. 

How on earth was I going to make up for all 

that lost time? They needed so much help 

and guidance to complete their required 

work, including detailed data analysis, 

meticulous lesson planning, and lots of 

other things they had little idea of how to 

do. 

I had no choice but to adapt, and that 

inconvenient decision by our state ended 

up completely changing the trajectory of 

my professional life. To replace all the 

instruction I normally did face-to-face, I 

learned how to use a program called 

Tegrity, which allowed me to record 

lectures on video so my students could 

watch them at home. To learn how to use 

it, I watched all the video tutorials offered 

by the IT department of my university. 

11
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After making my first video, it started 

getting fun, and I ended up creating 11 

videos that semester. I had no name for 

what I was doing at the time, but I had 

essentially flipped my class.

About halfway into the second video, I 

caught the technology bug. It amazed me 

how easy it was to unlock the secrets of a 

world I’d found so intimidating before. All I 

had to do was watch a few tutorials, and 

suddenly I could make things happen, 

things I’d thought were so far out of reach. 

I needed some graduate credits to keep 

my teaching certification current, so I 

enrolled in a certificate program for 

educational technology in the spring of 

2013. Then in July 2013, just two months 

after I finished that three-credit course, I 

started my website, Cult of Pedagogy, the 

base from which I have created a 

YouTube channel, a podcast on iTunes, 

and a Teachers Pay Teachers store. I pin 

on Pinterest, participate in Twitter chats, 

and have conversations with people on 

Voxer. I didn’t know how to do ANY of 

this a few years ago. 

Although my self-taught, piecemeal 

background may not be formal enough to 

give me a recognizable tech pedigree, I 

would argue that it makes me ideally 

suited to guide others through it. I’m 

figuring things out as I go, and I’m sharing 

everything I learn along the way, firm in 

my belief that we have everything we 

need to teach ourselves how to skillfully 

use technology.

Now I want you to catch the bug too, to 

discover how easy it really can be, and to 

start making things happen.

12

What program did I use to make this guide?

I created this guide with PowerPoint. The 

links that take you from section to section 

are just hyperlinks that go to different slides. 

Then I saved it as a PDF. To see a simple 

demonstration of how this process works, 

watch this video.
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This past year, my students have really 

needed help getting organized and 

managing their time. Are there any tools 

that can help?

If you use Google Classroom, which many 

schools do, take a look at Today, which 

works with Google Classroom to help 

students plan when they are going to do

What Tool 
Should I Use?

What Tool Should I Use?

their assignments, estimate how long they 

will take, and track their progress.

I deliver some of my instruction to 

students remotely, but I like to move 

around. Is it possible to move, show my 

screen, and still transmit it all to my 

remote students?

If you use Zoom for videoconferencing, try 

the strategy described in our Remote & 

Hybrid Learning section for using the Swivl

app to record yourself in motion and 

hooking that into Zoom.

My students and I need images for all 

kinds of projects. Where can we get them?

If you want to make your own, try an image 

creation tool like Canva or Piktochart, an 

infographic maker. For photography or 

other images, check out our Images & Icons

section.

When using images created by others, it’s 

important to understand copyright and 

licensing issues: Even though most of the 

work you and your students do will remain 

in school, understanding the law is smart in 

the long run. This article explains how to 

teach students to legally use images online.

I’m constantly typing on my computer or 

thumbing away on my phone. Are there 

any tools that let me use voice or video 

instead?

YES! Voxer, an incredibly easy voice 

messaging system, is a great substitute for 

emails. It allows you to chat with up to 15 

people at a time and would work for 

conferencing with students, parents, or 

colleagues. Kaizena and Mote both let you 

give voice feedback on written work, 

instead of having to write it all out. If you 

use Google Docs or Slides, try using voice 

typing within those platforms.

The Teacher’s Guide to Tech 2021 14
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I want to meet other educators who share 

my specific interests. What tools will help 

me do that?

Twitter is a great way to find other people 

who share your interests, especially if you 

participate in Twitter chats that focus on 

topics you care about. Learn more about 

how it works in the article, So You Have a 

Twitter Account. Now What?

I can’t keep track of anything! My to-do 

lists are all over the place, and I have files 

and bookmarks on different computers. 

What can help me pull it all together?

Evernote is one of several tools designed 

to solve this problem. It gives you a cloud-

based place to create and store notes, 

files, images, even websites. You can also 

create “checkable” to-do lists and scan 

receipts and other documents right into 

your notebooks. A simpler tool that’s 

designed purely for to-do lists is Microsoft 

To Do.

Remember chat rooms? I would love to 

be able to create those kinds of private, 

online rooms where my students could 

have “chats” about class content. Does 

anything like that still exist?

Take a look at YoTeach!, a free 

backchannel tool that sets up a web-

based discussion in real time.

Do you know of any tools to help me 

increase student participation?

Yep. Equity Maps is designed to help you 

get a better sense of which students are 

participating in a discussion.  ClassDojo, 

Class Charts, and Classcraft (all in the 

Classroom Management section) help you 

recognize positive behavior, which could 

include participation. All of the audience 

response systems in this guide allow every 

student to participate at once. 

Organizing class parties (when we had 

those) and parent conferences is so time-

consuming! Is there anything out there 

that can make these processes easier?

Read about ClassTag and SignUp.com

and prepare to have this problem reduced 

to a tiny speck in your universe.

I teach pretty young kids. Are any of 

these tools appropriate for them?

• Many of the Classroom Management

tools in this guide are appropriate for 

young students, especially ClassDojo, 

GoNoodle, and Bouncy Balls. 

• Young students who can do some 

typing would love creating their own 

online stories with Storybird or writing a 

Book Creator book.

• Many of the flipped learning tools allow 

teachers to build lessons around 

existing internet content, so these can 

be custom-built for a young audience.

15The Teacher’s Guide to Tech 2021
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• Seesaw is popular with primary 

teachers because you can share 

student work in images as well as 

words.

• Epic houses a large library of digital 

books for primary students.

• With help, students could create their 

own animated videos with a tool like 

Toontastic 3D.

• Primary students would love 

participating in a video discussion 

through an app like Flipgrid or a 

Mystery Skype session through Skype 

in the Classroom.

Some of my students are showing a lot of 

aptitude for technology in general. How 

do I challenge them?

For students who are detail-oriented and 

curious about how things work, suggest 

that they try some programming lessons 

on one of the coding instruction sites. 

Highly social students or those who are 

confident speakers might enjoy learning 

how to podcast. 

Students with skills in visual art, writing, or 

graphic design might like the challenge of 

building a website in WordPress or using 

iMovie to produce a movie.

Finally, students who know certain tools 

very well can create video tutorials for the 

class using Screencasting tools.

Sometimes I’ll have a file, like a PDF, but 

I need it to be a different kind of file, like 

a Word doc. Any tools do that?

Yes! Check out Zamzar, a free site that 

can convert just about anything into just 

about anything, or Media.io, which is 

specifically for audio and video files.

There are times when I’ll come across a 

great site, and I wonder if there are other 

sites just like it. Is there any way to 

quickly find these? 

If you’re using the Chrome browser, you 

can try adding the Google Similar Pages

extension. One click on this in your 

browser will give you a list of other sites 

similar to the one you’re currently using.

Some of my students’ parents don’t 

speak English, and my school doesn’t 

have enough interpreters. Are there tools 

that can help me communicate with 

them?

TalkingPoints is a parent communication 

app that can translate your messages into 

over 100 languages. For face-to-face 

communication, check out the instant 

translation offered by Microsoft Translator.
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http://www.zamzar.com/
https://www.media.io/
https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/google-similar-pages/pjnfggphgdjblhfjaphkjhfpiiekbbej
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Measuring student understanding is 

essential for good instruction. If you can 

figure out exactly which students “get it” 

and which ones don’t, or which parts of 

your content are clear and which parts 

aren’t, you can fine-tune your teaching and 

differentiate instruction.

Assessment

Assessment

Doctopus & Goobric |  Edulastic |  Formative  |  Google Forms  |  GradeCam  |  Kiddom  |  Plickers |  Sown to Grow

Most teachers have a range of methods for 

assessing student learning―many of which 

are not digital. But in recent years, some 

pretty incredible tools have come along to 

make the process more thorough and 

efficient. 

What you’ll find here are eight assessment 

tools; each one does something unique, 

along with links to other tools that perform 

a similar function. To help you sort through 

them, I’ll put them into broad categories 

based on their strongest capabilities:

Multiple Choice & Forced-Answer Tests

Google Forms

GradeCam

Plickers

Real-Time Formative Assessment

Edulastic

Formative

Rubric Management

Doctopus & Goobric

Tracking Progress Over Time

Kiddom

Student Self-Assessment & Goal-Setting

Sown to Grow

18

WRITE BETTER QUESTIONS

Quillionz uses artificial intelligence (AI) to 

help you write better test questions. Upload 

or paste your content into the platform, 

choose key words, then wait as Quillionz

generates multiple choice, short answer, and 

basic recall questions you can choose from.

The Teacher’s Guide to Tech 2021

Need a Rubric? Quick Rubric, a really nice

rubric creator, makes rubric building fast and 

visually appealing.

ASSESS THE WHOLE CLASS

Some of the Audience Response tools in the 

following section allow you to check the 

understanding of a whole class at once.

https://www.quillionz.com/
https://www.quickrubric.com/
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Doctopus, an add-on for Google Sheets, 

helps teachers manage documents more 

easily. Goobric, a Chrome extension, 

works with Doctopus to integrate rubrics 

into the assessment process, allowing 

teachers to more quickly use rubrics to 

assess student work and add their own 

written and voice comments. Many who 

use this combination say it works best 

inside Google Classroom. Both tools are 

free for G Suite users.

Assessment D-F

Assessment

Doctopus & Goobric |  Edulastic |  Formative  |  Google Forms  |  GradeCam |  Kiddom  |  Plickers |  Sown to Grow

This site offers a massive bank of 

standards-aligned questions teachers 

can pull from to create formative 

assessments. As students take the 

assessment, teachers get the results in 

real time, allowing them to make 

instructional decisions right away. 

Edulastic even has an option, similar to

GradeCam, where teachers can give a 

paper-based test and scan the answer 

sheet with a smartphone.

With this tool, teachers can see multiple 

responses to an assessment in real time 

(the image above shows five students’ 

responses). This includes open-ended 

and hand-drawn responses. You can 

create your own quizzes inside the 

platform, upload your own file, or use 

something from Formative’s library of  

assessments created by other educators.

Similar Tools: Classkick, The Answer Pad, 
Pear Deck

See below for links. edulastic.com goformative.com
Doctopus & Goobric Edulastic Formative

https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/doctopus/ffhegaddkjpkfiemhhnphmnadfbkdhbf?hl=en
https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/goobric-web-app-launcher/cepmakjlanepojocakadfpohnhhalfol?hl=en
http://www.classkick.com/
http://www.theanswerpad.com/
https://www.peardeck.com/
https://edulastic.com/
http://goformative.com/
https://youtu.be/0tGmzkK2P78
https://youtu.be/GeOW4NCtc1A
https://youtu.be/CBfDDlFSs7k
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Although Google Forms was originally 

designed for surveys, you can also use it 

to create quizzes. Quiz items come in 

multiple choice, checkboxes, linear scales, 

grids, short answer, or long answer form. 

When students take the quiz, Forms will 

automatically grade every response that 

has a correct answer identified. If you 

assign essay questions or open-ended 

questions, you can grade those manually 

after the auto-grading is done.

Assessment G-K

Assessment

Doctopus & Goobric |  Edulastic |  Formative  |  Google Forms  |  GradeCam |  Kiddom  |  Plickers |  Sown to Grow

This tool does what Scantron does, but 

without the need for any special 

equipment: Students take quizzes on 

printable response sheets, then the 

teacher scans the sheets with a webcam, 

smartphone, or document camera, and 

the scores automatically appear on the 

teacher dashboard. From there, scores 

can then be imported into most 

electronic gradebooks.

Similar Tool: ZipGrade

Kiddom allows you to track student 

assignments along with the standards 

they assess for, then access a range of 

data reports that tell you who’s mastered 

the standards and who needs more help. 

Their library of standards-aligned lessons, 

including full-course digital curricula, 

makes it easy to meet curricular goals 

and differentiate instruction. Teachers 

can collaborate and co-plan right on the 

platform.

google.com/forms/about gradecam.com kiddom.co
Google Forms GradeCam Kiddom

http://www.scantron.com/
http://www.zipgrade.com/
https://www.kiddom.co/digital-curriculum/
https://support.kiddom.co/kiddom-for-classrooms/collaboration-and-sharing-classes/how-do-i-collaborate-with-colleagues
https://www.google.com/forms/about/
https://gradecam.com/
http://www.kiddom.co/
https://youtu.be/Pdt8Vv7-3Xk
https://youtu.be/E7n0x1N0yYk
https://youtu.be/pE8YYdwTj3s
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A smart solution for schools that are 

short on technology, Plickers is an app 

you put on a handheld device. Using an 

assessment that you pre-load, students 

respond by holding up their own unique 

paper card one of four ways to indicate a 

response of A, B, C, or D. Next, you scan 

the room with your device, reading all 

student responses in a few seconds. 

Plickers will then give you a results report 

that can inform your next instructional 

steps.

Assessment P-S

Assessment

Doctopus & Goobric |  Edulastic |  Formative  |  Google Forms  |  GradeCam |  Kiddom  |  Plickers |  Sown to Grow

On this self-assessment platform, 

teachers create learning cycles—short 

periods of time during which certain 

learning objectives should be met—and 

students set their own goals. As the cycle 

progresses, students record their scores 

and reflect on how they did, noting which 

strategies helped the most. Over time, 

students review the results of multiple 

cycles to see their growth and determine 

which strategies worked best.

plickers.com sowntogrow.com
Plickers Sown to Grow

http://www.plickers.com/
https://www.sowntogrow.com/
https://youtu.be/KE3Sgw4fiQ4
https://vimeo.com/226653605
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project-based learning as an instructional 

model, project management skills are in 

higher demand. Being able to coordinate 

and execute large, ongoing, complex 

projects is a valuable skill for any individual 

to have, and it is the kind of work students 

will do in college and in their careers.

The tools in this section facilitate project 

management and collaboration on small 

and large scales, and they do it all digitally, 

so students can work in person or from 

home. Padlet and Miro are simpler spaces 

where teams can work together to collect 

and discuss ideas. Slack provides a space 

for team communication. And Basecamp, 

Kanbanchi, and Trello offer tools for 

managing large, multifaceted projects.

Other tools in this guide offer collaboration 

features, like Google Docs and Microsoft 

Word. A teacher collaboration space is 

available on Kiddom. And most discussion

tools also allow for great collaboration.

Effective collaboration—working with others 

to make decisions, explore concepts, solve 

problems, and create new products— has 

been recognized as one of the Four C’s: 

learning and innovation skills that are the 

desired outcome of a 21st century 

education. And as more schools embrace

Collaboration 
& Project 
Management

Collaboration & Project Management

Basecamp  |  Kanbanchi |  Miro  |  Padlet  |  Slack  |  Trello 
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DIGITAL WHITEBOARDS

Remote learning has boosted the popularity 

of these online spaces where participants can 

not only write or draw ideas just like they 

would with a dry-erase marker, but also use 

features like importing images and adding 

text and shapes. Many teachers use these 

spaces in conjunction with a synchronous 

lecture or a videoconference meeting.

AWW App

awwapp.com

Explain Everything

explaineverything.com

Google Jamboard

jamboard.google.com

Lucidspark

lucidspark.com

Post-it App 

post-it.com/3M/en_US/post-it/ideas/app/

This is not technically a whiteboard, but it

kind of fits this category, and it’s neat.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/21st_century_skills
https://awwapp.com/
https://explaineverything.com/
https://jamboard.google.com/
https://lucidspark.com/
https://www.post-it.com/3M/en_US/post-it/ideas/app/
https://youtu.be/kUeZAB2SqxU
https://youtu.be/tg4jl0DKgu4
https://youtu.be/f1nVeBHEAaI
https://youtu.be/sQ5MiN9neQs
https://youtu.be/K4Eloy_v1Cs
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This clean, simple platform gives users 

one central place to organize all 

components of a project: messages, to-

dos, schedules, documents and files, a 

group chat, and a place for checking in on 

the status of individual tasks. Accounts 

are offered free for verified education 

users.

Collaboration B-M

Collaboration & Project Management

Basecamp  |  Kanbanchi |  Miro  |  Padlet  |  Slack  |  Trello 

This project management tool is a great 

choice for G Suite users, because it works 

right inside that platform. Like Trello, this 

tool organizes projects on kanban boards, 

which use cards and columns to track 

various tasks. The site also offers 

templates for lesson planning, classroom 

newsletters, and other classroom work. 

Discounts for educators are available.

(formerly known as RealtimeBoard) 

Miro takes the idea of brainstorming on a 

whiteboard and moves it online. Using a 

template, groups of users go into the 

same space and work simultaneously on 

the same board, writing notes, attaching 

files, pasting in images, and embedding 

videos. While they do this, they can do a 

written chat or conduct video chats right 

inside  the collaboration board. 

Similar Tool: Stormboard

basecamp.com kanbanchi.com miro.com
Basecamp Kanbanchi Miro

https://www.atlassian.com/agile/kanban/boards
https://stormboard.com/
https://basecamp.com/
https://www.kanbanchi.com/
https://miro.com/
https://youtu.be/su5xAZHF114
https://youtu.be/36tKpnoGdtI
https://youtu.be/fM7GgjqBD5M
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Through one lens, Padlet is a curation 

tool: an online corkboard where you can 

pin notes, pictures, files, and links to 

other places. Through another, it’s a 

collaboration tool, where you can engage 

in an online discussion with others while 

also sharing resources in one place. While 

not as robust as a full-fledged project 

management tool, Padlet has a lot of 

flexibility for smaller-scale collaboration.

Similar Tool: Webjets

Collaboration P-T

Collaboration & Project Management

Basecamp  |  Kanbanchi |  Miro  |  Padlet  |  Slack  |  Trello 

This team messaging platform is much 

more efficient and user-friendly than 

email. Messaging takes place through 

channels—like separate chat rooms for 

different conversations. Users can also 

attach files and hold side discussions 

about these files within the larger 

conversation.

Similar Tools: Asana, Twist, Yammer

Like Kanbanchi, on Trello users create a 

board for each project. Every board 

contains lists (for components of a 

project), and within each list are cards 

representing individual tasks. Cards can 

contain text, attached files, checklists, 

links to outside resources and threaded 

conversations about that card. 

Similar Tools: Asana, MeisterTask, Taiga, 
Monday.com

padlet.com slack.com trello.com
Padlet Slack Trello

https://asana.com/
https://twist.com/
https://www.yammer.com/
https://asana.com/
https://www.meistertask.com/
https://taiga.io/
https://monday.com/
http://padlet.com/
http://slack.com/
https://trello.com/
https://youtu.be/m2JuAa6-ors
https://youtu.be/U3P5QySmLeU
https://youtu.be/tVooja0Ta5I
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More technology means more time on our 

devices, and unfortunately, that means we 

are talking to each other less and less. But 

in a post-COVID world, we recognize more 

than ever how important it is to be able to 

connect, even if we have to do it over our 

devices. The tools in this section help us 

make those connections in so many ways.

Speaking & 
Discussion

Speaking & Discussion

The Better Arguments Project  |  Discord  |  Equity Maps  |  Extempore  |  Flipgrid  |  Kialo |  Parlay  |  Skype  |  StartSOLE |  Voxer |  Zoom

Some offer channels for easy voice and 

video communication, and others provide 

new topics and scaffolds for structured 

discussion. Still others help us measure the 

quality of our conversations so we can 

conduct them more effectively and 

equitably.

• Videoconferencing tools like Zoom, 

Discord, and Skype let users have face-

to-face discussions in real time, while 

Flipgrid provides a space where users 

contribute one-way video commentary. 

• Voice messaging tools like Voxer allow 

for asynchronous conversations at any 

time and from any place.

• Discussion monitors like Equity Maps 

show us who is participating, and how 

often. Parlay also offers discussion 

metrics. 

• Discussion starters like Kialo, Parlay, and 

StartSOLE provide topics and structures 

to support deep discussion.

• A speaking assignment app like 

Extempore makes it easier for teachers 

to assess students’ speaking skills 

without having to be in the classroom.

• Sites like the Better Arguments Project 

aim to improve the quality of our 

arguments through training and 

curricular resources.

The Teacher’s Guide to Tech 2021 25

Fresh Ideas for Class Discussions

Maybe you love the idea of having class 

discussions, but you’re in a rut. Check out 

my post, The Big List of Class Discussion 

Strategies, where you’ll find tons of 

different ways to have a class discussion.

Let Students Do Their Own TED Talks

If you teach public speaking, check out 

TED-Ed’s Student Talks Program, which 

supports students in developing their own 

TED-style talks.

https://www.cultofpedagogy.com/speaking-listening-techniques/
https://ed.ted.com/student_talks
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This national civic initiative was created 

to help bridge divides by helping people 

have better arguments. Their virtual 

trainings and school curriculum teach 

participants five key principles for having 

respectful, productive conversations 

about challenging topics.

Speaking B-Eq

Speaking & Discussion

The Better Arguments Project  |  Discord  |  Equity Maps  |  Extempore  |  Flipgrid  |  Kialo |  Parlay  |  Skype  |  StartSOLE |  Voxer |  Zoom

With a layout very similar to Slack, 

Discord was originally created to give 

gamers a place to chat, but its use has 

started to expand to include other 

communities, including some connected 

to academics. Users meet inside 

communities called Servers, where they 

can use text, voice, video, and screen 

sharing to chat. As of this printing, we’re 

not sure if the site is set up to comply 

with student privacy requirements, so use 

with caution.

Equity Maps gives teachers a way to 

quickly record student participation in a 

discussion. Using a seating chart, you tap 

icons as each student talks. Equity Maps 

keeps track of how long each student 

talks so that when you’re done, you get a 

summary of how often each student 

participated, how many were active, and 

whether there was equal gender 

distribution among those who engaged.

Similar Tool: TeachFX

betterarguments.org discord.com equitymaps.com
The Better Arguments Project Discord Equity Maps

https://twitter.com/cultofpedagogy/status/1330190991123505152
https://betterarguments.org/
https://discord.com/
https://equitymaps.com/
https://youtu.be/Cjz2ZLBHtag
https://youtu.be/GPpI4_lC6Ks
https://youtu.be/rnYGrq95ezA
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Kialo
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This simple app was built for speaking 

assignments, allowing students to turn 

in audio or video recordings in response 

to teacher prompts. Prompts can be in 

text, audio, or video form. For each 

assignment, the teacher can create a 

rubric, set time limits, and decide 

whether to let students review or re-

record their responses. Feedback and 

grades can be given right in the app.

Speaking Ex-K

Speaking & Discussion

The Better Arguments Project  |  Discord  |  Equity Maps  |  Extempore  |  Flipgrid  |  Kialo |  Parlay  |  Skype  |  StartSOLE |  Voxer |  Zoom

This video response app has all kinds of 

possibilities for discussion and speaking 

activities. Start by setting up a Topic—a 

discussion prompt that can be public or  

limited to a classroom, a school, or a 

district. From their own devices, students 

then go into Flipgrid and record video 

responses, which are then added to that 

Topic for others to view. 

extemporeapp.com flipgrid.com
Extempore Flipgrid

On this platform, users participate in 

debates that start with a thesis like “All 

humans should be vegan.” Once a thesis 

is set up, invited participants offer 

claims—arguments for the Pro or Con 

side, then other users can comment on a 

claim or add their own. Every claim can 

be rated by users for its impact; those 

with the highest ratings rise to the top. 

The edu version (linked above) allows for 

private debates.

kialo-edu.com

https://extemporeapp.com/
https://flipgrid.com/
https://youtu.be/MifNyU49_JA
https://www.kialo-edu.com/
https://youtu.be/5pHsg0i_0x8
https://youtu.be/8AwAZ3s7LX0
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This platform offers a suite of tools for 

conducting class discussions. Start by 

choosing a topic from their library: These 

contain readings and videos to give 

background information. Then students 

submit written responses and respond to 

one another in writing. Finally, the class 

can conduct a live roundtable discussion, 

using Parlay to track and facilitate their 

participation. When the discussion is 

over, the teacher gets a report to see who 

participated and how.

Speaking P-S

Speaking & Discussion

The Better Arguments Project  |  Discord  |  Equity Maps  |  Extempore  |  Flipgrid  |  Kialo |  Parlay  |  Skype  |  StartSOLE |  Voxer |  Zoom

Since it came along in 2003, Skype has 

enabled anyone whose computer had a 

video camera and an internet connection 

to make free video calls to anyone in the 

world. For educators, Skype in the 

Classroom offers all kinds of possibilities 

for discussion with people near and far.

Similar Tools: FaceTime, WebRoom, 

Google Hangouts

This platform offers organizational tools 

to help teachers facilitate SOLEs, which 

are self-organized learning environments. 

A SOLE starts with a question like, “Do 

genetics cause a person to be good or 

bad?” In small groups students discuss 

the question, then move to the 

investigation phase, where they research 

answers. Finally, each group presents 

their discoveries to the class.

parlayideas.com skype.com startsole.org
Parlay Skype StartSOLE

https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT204380
https://webroom.net/
https://hangouts.google.com/
https://parlayideas.com/
http://www.skype.com/
https://startsole.org/
https://youtu.be/c_bdz1yNsCc
https://youtu.be/kHuB9h6kjXk
https://youtu.be/7msHzWGp4lw
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Voxer is like a message board, except it’s 

all voice recordings. This is great because 

the voice communicates things you can’t 

get with words alone. And Voxer is 

asynchronous: People participate when 

they can rather than trying to find a time 

to meet or call. In addition to voice, you 

can also send texts, videos, links, and 

images over Voxer, so it’s good for all 

kinds of communication.

Similar Tools: WhatsApp, VoiceThread

Speaking V-Z

Speaking & Discussion

The Better Arguments Project  |  Discord  |  Equity Maps  |  Extempore  |  Flipgrid  |  Kialo |  Parlay  |  Skype  |  StartSOLE |  Voxer |  Zoom

Does anyone really need a summary of 

Zoom in 2021? In last year’s guide, Zoom 

was merely listed as a “similar tool” to 

Skype, but COVID-19 made Zoom’s 

video conferencing platform one of the 

most talked-about sites in the world. The 

above video gives a general overview, but 

this one explores some newer features 

you may not have tried.

Similar Tools: Google Meet, MeetButter, 

Microsoft Teams

voxer.com zoom.us
Voxer Zoom

https://www.whatsapp.com/
http://voicethread.com/
https://youtu.be/uGgwpOQRK80
https://meet.google.com/
https://meetbutter.io/
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/microsoft-teams/group-chat-software
http://voxer.com/
https://zoom.us/
https://youtu.be/iagJnvy6lLY
https://youtu.be/SwQ5O0YVMso
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add-on: similar to a browser extension, a small 

piece of software used to enhance the 

performance of another tool

AI: artificial intelligence; the ability to perform 

tasks that normally require human intelligence. 

Tools like AutoDraw look at what a user is 

drawing and use AI to guess at the intended 

shape.

algorithm: a set of instructions telling a 

computer what to do. For example, if you 

search for the term “pizza” in Google, the site 

uses search algorithms to find the most 

popular results for that term. Lately, when 

people talk about algorithms, they are referring 

to the kind used by social media platforms. A 

site like Facebook uses complex algorithms to 

keep track of what people you’ve interacted 

with and what types of content you like so 

they can customize the experience for you, 

showing you more of what you like. Social 

media companies are constantly adjusting 

these algorithms, which can frustrate users. 

Example: “I never see your posts on Instagram! 

I bet they changed their algorithm again.”  

ASMR videos: ASMR stands for autonomous 

sensory meridian response, a physical 

sensation people experience when they hear 

pleasant tactile sounds. In recent years, ASMR 

videos—showing nothing but people brushing 

their hair, typing, whispering, or turning pages 

in a book—have exploded in popularity on 

YouTube. Upon first seeing these videos, you 

will probably think they’re pretty odd, but the 

calming effect they have on people is starting 

to get the attention of researchers. Learn more 

here. 

asynchronous learning: a learning experience 

where participants engage at different times, 

such as watching a video and completing an 

activity at their own pace. This is the opposite 

of a synchronous experience, in which all 

participants engage simultaneously, like 

attending a live lecture via videoconferencing.

avatar: an image or icon, often illustrated, 

representing a person in a video game, in 

social media, or in a software program

Android: the operating system used for many 

non-iOS smartphones, such as Samsung 

Galaxy. Usually this comes up when people are 

talking about an app, like this: “I’m using this 

great fitness app on my iPhone! You should 

get it…oh, wait, you have an Android. Never 

mind.” (P.S. I have an Android. They’re great.)

app: (short for application) a software 

program. Any software, like PowerPoint, is an 

application, but app usually means a smaller-

sized software with a limited job, like tracking 

calories, that typically lives on a mobile device. 

app smashing: using multiple apps or tools 

together to complete a task

AR: augmented reality; a technology that uses 

apps to layer digital elements over real-life 

objects and photos; learn more in the Virtual & 

Augmented Reality section
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backchannel: a secondary discussion that 

happens at the same time as a larger event. 

bandwidth: the amount of data that can be 

sent over an internet connection at one time

beta: an unfinished or “really good draft” 

version of a computer program or tool. When 

you hear that something is “in beta,” it means 

that it has all of its basic parts, but the kinks 

haven’t all been worked out yet.

bitcoin: one of the most recognized types of 

cryptocurrency

Bitmoji: a cartoon version of a person’s image, 

used in digital spaces. Bitmoji is the brand 

name of an app that creates these images.

blended learning: a teaching approach that 

combines traditional instruction with online 

learning

blockchain: a ledger or record of all 

cryptocurrency transactions that occur 

throughout the world

blog: short for weblog; basically an online 

diary, a series of posts that are updated 

regularly, unlike on a static website

browser: short for web browser; software that 

lets you browse the internet. Popular browsers 

are Chrome, Safari, and Internet Explorer. 

browser extension: a tool added to your 

web browser that gives it new functions, like 

letting you quickly add an item to your 

Evernote notebook, or pin an item on Pinterest

buffering: pre-loading data into a separate 

area of memory so it can be accessed at a 

later time. When streaming a video, the service 

will buffer chunks of the video to prevent the 

video from lagging during playback.

BYOD: bring your own device; a policy in 

which students are allowed to bring their own 

cell phones, tablets, or laptops to school and 

use them during class to enhance learning

byte: a small unit of measurement for 

electronic data. Most files we interact with 

contain far more than a single byte of data 

and are measured in kilobytes or megabytes.

Bluetooth: a technology that uses radio waves 

to let devices communicate across short 

distances wirelessly. A Bluetooth headset lets 

you talk on your phone without holding it up 

to your ear or using speakerphone.

bookmarklet: a bookmark stored in your 

browser that allows it to do a specific task; like 

a browser extension, but it won’t slow down 

your browser as much

bot: a computer program designed to perform 

repetitive tasks that would be time-consuming 

for humans, like looking for new pages online 

and indexing them for Google. Recently, bots 

have been created to impersonate humans on 

social media in order to influence public 

opinion on political issues. Learn more here.

breadcrumbs: small text paths usually found 

near the top of a web page that show how you 

got to where you are. Ex: A breadcrumb trail 

might say Home > Books > Nonfiction.

breakout room: a separate “room” to send 

participants in a larger videoconference 

meeting so that smaller groups can have a 

more intimate conversation. 
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